Introduction
• Demand for quieter engines is a constant driving force behind creation of competitive engines
• Determination of dominant noise sources in both the near-and far-fields within an engine is an integral step in development of quieter engines
• A method to assist in noise source identification in the near-and far-fields was desired to reduce the number of time-consuming and expensive fired and motored tests required Conducting a decomposition on the accelerometer or near field microphone spectral density matrices will help us identify the number of uncorrelated sources being measured, and potentially their relative strength. • Using a color coding scheme depending on the percentage contribution, these can be visualized graphically.
• A more detailed description of this method can be found in Hayward, Bolton & Davies (2012). The analysis below is was conducted on data from a different engine, in a full loaded sweep test, with a different set of transducers
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Conclusions
• Transfer paths from input to output measurements can be accurately estimated through solution of a cross-spectral matrix problem.
• Contributions of each independent virtual source to real, physical near-field locations can be determined through singular value contribution plots.
• Utilization of input measurements and estimated transfer paths yield both accurate far-field estimate time histories, and SVD contribution plots demonstrating virtual source contributions in the far-field.
• Analysis of the singular values and their contributions to nearand far-field measurement power spectra allows inferences to be drawn regarding the characteristics of dominant noise sources within the engine.
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